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I. Introduction
In recent years, electric propulsion (EP) has become a viable alternative to
traditional chemical systems for many space propulsion applications. Specifically, ion
thrusters are attractive because they utilize low propellant flow rates and very high
exhaust velocities (i.e. high specific impulses), and this leads to improved performance
compared to chemical thrusters for some missions. Initially, ion thrusters were
investigated for use on interstellar missions [1], interplanetary and comet rendezvous
missions [2,3], and orbit raising missions [4]. With advances in EP technologies,
however, ion thrusters also appear to be attractive for many north-south station keeping
[5] and low earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) missions [4]. All
of the attractive benefits of ion thrusters in space applications, however, are achieved at
certain costs. Operation at a very low propellant flow rates results in thrust levels
which are very small, (typically tens to a few hundred milli-newtons)[6] and this can
make the times required to complete some missions much greater than those for
chemical rockets. For example, the vigorous mission of rendezvousing with comet
Encke, requires 15,000 hours of continuous ion thruster operation [2]. With typical
mission operating times over 10,000 hours, keeping all the components of an ion
thruster functioning can be a daunting task. To understand possible ion thruster failure
mechanisms, knowledge of ion thruster operation is essential.
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The componentsneededto generatethrust in a typical ion thruster,which are
shownin Fig. 1 include 1) adischargechamber,2) a hollow cathode,3) ananode,
4) screenandaccelerator(accel)grids, and5) a neutralizer. A propellant,typically
xenon, is fed into thedischargechamberandinto the hollow cathodecontaininga low-
work-function, electron-emittinginsert. Someof the xenonpropellant flows through
the orifice plate attachedto theendof thecathodebut thebulk of it flows directly into
the chamber. Electronsemittedfrom the insertareacceleratedto modestkinetic
energiesby a potentialdifferenceappliedbetweenthecathodeand theanode(the
electroncollectingsurface). Acceleratedelectronscollide with theneutralxenonatoms
within thedischargechamber,therebyinducingionization. Hence,every ionization
collision yields oneion andits ejectedelectron,in addition to theoriginal electron
which losesenergyin thecollision. Theionization-ejectedelectronandoriginal
electronfrequentlywill not haveenoughenergyto ionizeanyadditionalxenonatoms
andwill, after someadditionalcollisions, be removedfrom thedischargechamberat
the anode. Thecontinualcreationof ions andelectronswithin thedischargechamber
yieldsa dischargeplasma. Many of the ions within this plasmamigratetowardthe ion
extraction electrodes (i.e. the screen and accel grids or the grid set). These two grids
are typically two convex plates perforated by numerous aligned apertures. Typically,
the screen grid is connected electrically to the discharge chamber, and the accel grid is
isolated from both the screen grid and discharge chamber as shown in Fig. 1. When a
positive potential generally on the order of a thousand volts is applied to the screen grid
and discharge chamber while a negative potential on the order of a few hundred volts is
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applied to the accel grid, a beam of the ions produced in the discharge chamber will be
extracted. The acceleration of these ions begins as they migrate toward the screen grid
and feel the attractive influence of the accel grid. As a result of this acceleration, the
ions in the beam have velocity vectors (shown as arrows in Fig. 1) that are directed
downstream and are generally confined within an ion-beam envelope like that suggested
in Fig. 1. It is possible that the accelerated ions leaving the discharge chamber will
strike the accel grid if the apertures are not correctly aligned or the thruster is operated
improperly. This impact on the accel grid is termed direct impingement and with
proper design and operation it can be reduced to a negligible level.
It is important to recognize that electrons will not be lost through the grid set.
Hence, a steady current of ions leaving the discharge chamber could cause the thruster
and the circuitry connected to it to charge negatively. To eliminate this problem, a
neutralizer similar in design to the main hollow cathode is operated and it serves to
eject electrons into the ion beam at a rate equal to the ion extraction rate to assure no
net charging of the spacecraft.
Ion thruster testing has revealed that thruster failure can occur because material
is eroded from the accel grid to the point where it fails structurally [7,8,9,10]. This
type of failure occurs as a result of ions produced at or downstream of the grids in the
ion beam which move upstream (counter to the higher velocity beam ions). These ions
strike the accel grid and erode it through the sputter-erosion process. The objective of
this thesis is to determine the effect of thruster operating parameters on this erosion
process.
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II. Development of Accel-Grid Erosion Model
A. Impingement Current Production
Figure 2 shows a sketch of a single screen/accel grid aperture pair and a typical
potential profile along the centerline of these apertures. The electrons, ions, and
neutral atoms to the left of the sheath (i.e. in the discharge chamber) are each moving
at their respective thermal speeds when they are far from the sheath. As they migrate
through the sheath, they pass from a plasma at a uniform potential within the discharge
chamber into a region of steep electrical potential gradient created by the screen and
accel grids. At the sheath, ions begin their downstream acceleration and the electrons
are reflected back into the discharge chamber. Neutral propellant atoms, having no net
charge, also pass downstream through the sheath but they are unaffected by the
potential gradient there. As shown in Fig. 2a, ions move through the ion acceleration
region (Fig. 2b) and gain kinetic energy (shown by longer velocity vectors) generally
without interacting with the neutral propellant atoms which are just drifting through this
region. These two particle species, however, do occasionally undergo a charge-
exchange collision (shown in Fig. 2a). A charge-exchange collision involves the
transfer of an electron from the slo_ ,-moving neutral propellant atom to the fast-moving
beam ion. This transfer results in a charge-exchange ion with the low energy of the
pre-collision neutral atom and an atom with the high energy of the pre-collision beam
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Fig. 2 The Influence of Beam and Charge-Exchange Ion Motion
ion. Both beam and near-field charge-exchange ions reach their maximum kinetic
energies near the accel grid and then undergo a slight deceleration as they exit the ion-
acceleration region. Beam ions have sufficient kinetic energy to escape this potential
deceleration well, while the lower energy near-field charge-exchange ions typically do
not. Therefore, all of the charge-exchange ions created within the near-field charge-
exchange ion-production region will strike, or impinge on the accel grid and cause
sputter erosion. Beam ions and the charge-exchange ions created upstream of the near-
field charge-exchange ion-production region escape the accel-grid potential well and
enter the downstream ambient plasma with kinetic energies determined by either the
screen-grid potential or the potential at which the charge-exchange ions were created.
As beam ions and neutral particles proceed into the downstream (far-field) region, it is
possible for further charge-exchange collisions to occur. Work conducted by
Monheiser [11] has shown that there is a finite probability that charge-exchange ions
created in this downstream region will also impinge upon the accel grid.
B. Accel-Grid Erosion Model
The two different charge-exchange ion-impingement production mechanisms
(near and far field) both yield ions that have energies associated with the potential
difference between that at the point where they are produced and that of the accel grid.
These energies are generally sufficient to cause sputter erosion which is typically non-
uniform over the accel-grid surface, and for a two-grid system generally occurs on the
downstream surface of this grid. Erosion of the downstream grid surface, which can
7
limit the life of an ion thruster,yieldscharge-exchange-ionerosionpatternson the
downstreamsideof anaccelgrid thatare like that shownin Fig. 3. Notice thenon-
uniform, hexagonal-shapeaccel-griderosionoccurringaroundeachhole. The nature
of the non-uniformerosionthatoccursaroundanaperturesurroundedby six othersis
illustrated in the sketchof Fig. 4, which showsidealizederosionpatterns. As the
figure suggests,thebasicerosionstructureinvolvespits which developbetweenthree
adjacentaperturesandtrencheswhich join eachpair of pits. There is a regioncloseto
eachholewheretheerosionis mild and astheerosionproceeds,a relativelyuneroded
mesaaroundeachholeremains.
Thepit that developsbetweenany threeaperturescan be ideally represented by
the frustrum of an inverted fight circular cone with diameters d_, d2 and height hp.
Trench erosion occurs between any two pits and can be represented as trapezoidal in
cross section with larger and smaller bases that have widths w r and w2, respectively,
and a length Qr. The cross-sectional views along A-A' and B-B' show the idealized
shapes of the pit-cone frustra and a trapezoidal trench. Assuming erosion conditions
are uniform throughout a test, depth-erosion rates associated with the pits and trenches
are found by dividing the corresponding depths of erosion by the time (t) the accel-grid
was exposed to impinging ions. These erosion rates are considered to be critical when
describing thruster lifetimes. In particular, when the trench has been eroded through
the entire accel-grid thickness, failure of the i m thruster can occur because the material
within the hexagonal erosion pattern is no longer attached to the accel grid and this
section can fall into the screen grid and establish an electrical short between the two
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grids. This occurrence is generally regarded as the end of life for the thruster.
It is worthwhile to examine what factors determine the depth-erosion rates
within the pits and trenches. The critical depth-erosion rate (the one yielding the most
rapid erosion in a trench) is dependant on the peak impingement current density (j._ at
that location. This maximum depth-erosion rate (dx/dt),_, is given in Eq. 1 as the
product of the peak-impingement-current density and several other parameters.
m_ ep (1)
The variables S(e), m^ and p are the sputter yield for ions with kinetic energy e, atom
mass, and density, respectively associated with the grid material. The constant e is the
charge of an election. It is desirable to express the peak-current density in Eq. 1 in
terms of the accel-grid total impingement current because the total impingement current
is measured readily. This is achieved through the use of two factors, 6 and f. Delta
(6) is defined as the ratio of the current that impinges on the accel grid outside of the
ion-beam envelope to the total impingement current. Since pits and trenches only occur
within the ion-beam envelope where there are apertures, this factor is needed to assure
that erosion due to impingement current within the ion-beam envelope only is
considered. The impingement current density uniformity factor (f) is defined as the
ratio of the average-impingement-current density (within the ion-beam envelope) to the
peak-impingement-current density within a trench or pit. Incorporation these factors
into Eq. 1, one obtains
11
dx) Ji( 1-8)S(e)mAmax = Afep ' (2)
where Ji is the total impingement current, and A is the area of the accel-grid material
within the active beam region. Equation 2 is useful for illustrating the effects of ion-
thruster operating conditions on depth-erosion rates and it will be cited frequently. An
assumption inherent in Eq. 2 is that material sputtered from other locations on the accel
grid does not re-deposit at the location of maximum sputter erosion rate. In this
analysis both the effects of deposition of material sputtered from other locations and
changes in sputter yield with changes in surface contour are neglected.
The volumetric erosion rate associated with the grid material is of interest
because it can be computed from two quantities that can be measured readily (the
eroded volume and the test duration). It can also be computed directly from the
impingement current without the complication of the factors that appear in Eq. 2. For
grids made of material with uniform properties, erosion volumes can be calculated for
pits and trenches in the active beam region and in the peripheral area outside this
region. The following erosion volume equations are derived in detail as functions of
accel-grid geometry in Appendix A. Using the terminology presented in Fig. 4, the
volume eroded from a total number of pits Np is given by
Vpit_ = Np['_2 'Ixhp (d22 +dr d_ +dl2)] (3)
and the volume eroded from a total number of trenches Nr is given by
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The areaon theaccelgrid within tangentlines thatcircumscribetheouter-most
aperturesis definedastheactivebeamarea. Peripheryerosionwhich occursoutsideof
thisareacanalsobe substantial.The equationusedto modelperipheryerosion
volumesis foundto bedependantonaccel-gridgeometryandis alsodevelopedin
AppendixA.
The totalvolumeerodedin a time t is thesumof thepit, trenchandperiphery
volumes. For a homogeneousgrid materialthis total volumeof materialremovedper
unit time canbecalculatedindependentlyusingthe measuredimpingementcurrent (JO
in theequation
V S(¢)mAJi
- , (5)
t ep
where t is the time the accel-grid is exposed to the impinging ions. The volume rate
computed using Eq. 5 can be compared to the rate determined from the test time and
the sum of erosion volumes of pits (determined using Eq. 3), trenches (determined
using Eq. 4) and periphery (modeled in Appendix A). If all of the material that is
sputtered leaves the grids, the sputtering on the upstream side of the accel-grid and
hole-barrel surfaces are negligible and the model inherent in Eq. 5 is correct, the sum
of the computed volume., should agree with the value given by Eq. 5.
It is desirable to relate the trench-depth erosion rate, which defines the lifetime
of a grid, to the total volume (or mass) loss rate which can be determined readily from
13
the measuredimpingementcurrentusingEq. 5. Theseratesaredirectly relatable
throughEqs. 2 and5 to theextentthatthe factors5 and f are known. The ratio of the
depth-erosion rate at a particular location to the total volumetric-erosion rate obtained
by combining these equations (i.e. Erosion Proportion Factor P) is given by
V_ (dx/dt) _ 1-5
(V/t) Af (6)
An objective of this thesis is to show the effects of changes in beam current, accel-grid
potential and ambient pressure on total impingement current, volumetric erosion rate
and pit and trench depth-erosion rates. This will enable both the validation of Eq. 5
and the determination of the quantities P, 5, and f in Eq. 6.
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HI. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
A. Testing Method
Erosion patterns produced on the downstream surfaces of accel grids by charge-
exchange ions that impinge on them can be measured by applying thin multi-layer
coatings to these surfaces. This multi-layer erosion measurement method was
developed at Hughes Research Laboratories to measure erosion rates over short test
intervals [12]. Because the coatings are thin, they erode relatively rapidly and if
alternating layers are different colors, grid erosion patterns can be seen visually after
short periods of operation (several hours). The grid sets used in the tests had nineteen
holes arranged in a hexagonal pattern, with equal hole-to-hole spacings, in both the
screen and accel grids. This testing procedure involved 1) coating an accel grid with
multiple, thin alternating layers of metals that were different colors, 2) operating a
thruster at constant conditions with the coated grid installed, 3) photographically
recording the accel grid sputter-erosion pattern produced by the charge-exchange ions,
and 4) using the known layer thicknesses to establish erosion depths as a function of
position on the grid.
Ion thruster grid sets with 19-Hole SHAG (Small Hole Accelerator Grid)
configurations, having the same hole pattern as typical operational grid sets [7,8,9,10],
were constructed from a stainless steel sheet with the hole pattern shown in Figure 5.
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Erosion occurs within the dashed circle, but the region of principal interest here is
within the dotted line that bounds all of the apertures and is designated as the active
beam area. In addition to the center aperture, there are two rings of apertures
identified in Fig. 5, namely those in ring #1 that are completely surrounded by
apertures and those in the outer ring (#2) and, therefore, are not. Dimensions
associated with the 19-Hole SHAG grid set used in this study are presented in Table 1.
Only nineteen aperture pairs were used because 1) the pattern around the central hole
appeared to be representative of holes far from the periphery of an actual thruster grid,
2) the grids could be constructed inexpensively, and 3) they enabled thruster operation
at low flow rates and, therefore, low facility background pressures. Nineteen hole grid
sets were also used because they yielded a beam diameter that was small compared to
the diameter of the thruster, and as a consequence, the current should have been the
same through each hole.
After machining the grids from AISI 304 stainless steel sheet metal, they were
prepared for testing by polishing and sputter coating them with thin alternating layers
of copper (Cu) and AISI 303 stainless steel (SS). The coating procedure involved first
sputter cleaning the stainless steel grid and then applying twelve alternating -500 A
layer coatings of the copper and stainless steel (six of each) onto the downstream face
of each accel grid. The sputter cleaning and coating of the accel grid was accomplished
sequentially using the 15-cr, l diameter, ion-beam sputter coating system [13] shown
schematically in Fig 6. The ion source was consistently operated on argon at an energy
of 1 keV and a beam-ion current density of 2 mA/cm _.
17
Table 1
Summaryof Nineteen-HoleSHAG SetParameters
Screen-ApertureDiameter(mm)
Accel-ApertureDiameter(mm)
Screen-GridThickness(mm)
Accel-Grid Thickness(ram)
Grid Spacing(mm)
Screen-GridOpen-AreaFraction
Accel-Grid Open-AreaFraction
1.98
1.47
0.25
0.25
0.66
0.61
0.34
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The stainless steel grid and cooled mounting plate were first placed directly in
the ion beam for ~ 10 seconds to sputter clean the accel-grid surface. Next, the accel
grid and mounting plate were rotated out of the beam and placed in the position shown
in Fig. 6. In this position, ions extracted from the ion-source are accelerated through
the grid set and bombard the copper target, causing it to sputter erode copper metal
atoms onto the grid. This process is continued until a 500 +/- 15/_ coating has been
applied (~ 1 minute). The target support rod is then rotated so the stainless steel target
is in the ion beam, and constituent atoms of stainless steel will be sputtered onto the
accel grid. Again, this process is continued until -500 +/- 15/_ has been deposited
(~ 1.5 minutes) onto the accel grid. This process is repeated, rotating the target support
rod back and forth until all twelve layers have been deposited (~ 15 min).
The times required to deposit 500/_ of each material were determined by sputter
coating glass slides which were partially covered by a thin mask strip (~2 mm wide)
and then mounted to the cooled mounting plate shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, copper
or stainless steel was sputtered onto the glass slide using the ion source (Ar @ lkeV,
2mA/cm 2) for -20 minutes. The mask strip was then removed from the glass slide and
the sputter coating thickness (the height between glass substrate and the top of the
coating surface) was measured using a stylus profilometer. Coating rates were
determined by dividing this thickness by the coating time (20 min.). This rate, in
conjunction with the desired coating thickness of 500 A, was used to establish the
stainless steel and copper sputter coating times.
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After coating, a grid setwasinstalledon a SpaceElectric RocketTest II
(SERTII) ion-thruster[14] which had been modified to accept these nineteen aperture
grid sets. This thruster has also been modified so it can be operated on inert gases
(eg. xenon) with flow rates through the body and cathode independently controlled.
During these tests, cathode flow alone at -0.5 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per
minute) of xenon yielded the flow conditions that enabled operation at the desired
conditions for the nineteen hole grids, and no body flow was needed.
The SERT II thruster was operated using the power supplies shown
schematically in Fig. 7. With the cathode flow established, the hollow cathode heater
supply was used to heat a low-work-function cathode insert within the hollow cathode
to the temperature at which it would emit electrons. Most of these electrons were
accelerated near the cathode through the discharge potential (Vo) and would acquire
sufficient energy to collide with and ionize xenon propellant atoms in the discharge
chamber. The keeper serves to sustain the electrical discharge in the chamber and a
small current (J0 of electrons from the cathode and discharge chamber is collected on
it. Most of the electron current is, however, collected on the anode and is designated
the discharge current (JD). Ions produced within the discharge chamber are extracted to
form the ion beam using the screen and accel-grid power supplies. This ion extraction
current is measured by the beam current (Ja) ammeter and is dependant on the grid
voltages and other operating parameters. At a condition established by the accel and
screen grid voltages and the beam current, the sheath (Fig. 2a) surface area will adjust
itself such that the proper current of ions will undergo the acceleration process. Recall
21
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that these accelerated beam ions pass through the aperture set, occasionally producing
charge-exchange ions from some of the neutral atoms present. These charge-exchange
ions are collected on the accel grid at a rate which is measured by the impingement
current ammeter (J_.
The ion thruster neutralizer was consistently placed -20 cm downstream of the
ground screen, - 12 cm from the thruster centerline. The power supplies for the
neutralizer are very similar to the main cathode supplies with the neutralizer keeper
current (JN) sustained by the neutralizer keeper supply. The neutralizer floats at the
potential relative to ground (Vc) that assures the total electron flow from the neutralizer
cathode is equal to the ion-beam current On). The zener diode shown between the
neutralizer common line and ground serves to isolate the neutralizer from ground unless
the neutralizer potential exceeds the zener voltage set point. In this case the diode
passes the current needed to prevent further charging.
All the experiments were conducted with the thruster mounted on centerline at
one end of a 1.2 m-dia, by 5.4 m-long stainless steel tank that was evacuated by a
91 cm-diameter diffusion pump in series with a Roots blower and a rotary, piston-type
vacuum pump. Ambient vacuum tank pressure was measured using a Schultz-Phelps
type, hot-filament ionization gauge [15] located approximately one meter downstream
of the thruster. Under no-flow conditions, the pumps produced tank pressures in the
low 10 -6 Torr range. During background pressure tests, it was necessary to raise
facility pressures above the nominal level. These higher background pressures were
achieved by throttling the diffusion pump using a stainless steel plate that could be slid
23
over thepump intakeduring operation and/or by backfilling with the propellant used
(Xe) at a remote location (-2.5 m downstream of the thruster).
Since accel-grid erosion is directly proportional to impingement current (Eq. 5),
it is desirable to examine the effects of critical operating conditions on this current.
Specifically, impingement current was measured as beam current, background pressure,
and accel-grid voltage were independently varied. Results from these tests are
presented to show general expected trends in accel-grid volumetric erosion rate with
changes in operating conditions.
To examine in detail the effects of operating condition on accel-grid erosion,
coated grids were installed on the SERT II thruster and tested at a specified beam
current, background pressure, and accel-grid voltage condition. Screen-grid voltage
was always held constant at + 1000 V, and the discharge current, and therefore
discharge voltage, were varied to produce the desired beam current. After operating
the thruster for enough time to produce erosion patterns on the accel grid, the grid set
would be removed from the thruster for documentation and analysis. A new coated
grid would then be installed and the process would be repeated for each different
operating condition. Three different parameters namely 1) beam current (J_),
2) background pressure (Po), and 3) accel-grid voltage (V.) were varied independently
in the tests. Operation was maintained at various beam currents while accel-grid
voltage and background pressure were held constant at -500 V and 8.3 x 10 "_Torr,
respectively. Then tests were conducted at various background pressures while beam
current and accel-grid voltage were held constant at 2.0 mA and -500 V, respectively.
24
Finally, beamcurrentwasmaintainedat 2.0 mA andbackgroundpressurewasheldat
8.3 X 10 .6 Torr while tests were conducted at different accel-grid voltages.
The continual impingement of charge-exchange ions on the downstream side of
the accel grid during a test, induced sputter erosion of the multi-layer coating and
yields patterns similar to that shown in Fig. 8. The particular pattern shown was
observed after operation at screen (V÷) and accel-grid (V.) voltages of + 1000 V and
-300 V, respectively, and cathode and neutralizer flow rates each at 46 mA equivalent
xenon (0.5 sccm). These operating conditions were maintained for t=-270 minutes at
an average impingement current (J) of 47/.zA measured at a beam current of 2.0 mA.
This particular figure shows erosion patterns on the 19-hole grid set between accel-grid
apertures (i.e. pits and trench) and outside accel-grid apertures (periphery). Lighter
areas in Fig. 8 correspond to copper layers, and darker areas to stainless steel. The
white circles of Fig. 8 are the accel-grid apertures. The first interface between
alternating stainless steel and copper layers can be seen in the periphery area, outside
the active beam area. Layer interfaces are seen to be much closer together near the
center of the grid than they are in the periphery region, suggesting that sharper erosion
and impingement current gradients exist near the center of the grid.
A more detailed photograph of two pits and the trench between them is shown
in Fig. 9 along with operating conditions. Again, darker and lighter areas correspond
to stainless steel and copper layers, respectively. In this case, however, a different
photographic technique was used and the apertures are shown as dark black
semicircular areas. The erosion pattern centered between the center and two ring #1
25
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apertures (pit), is often quite complex. For example, Fig. 10a shows a complex pit
erosion pattern obtained from a grid set operated for approximately 210 minutes at the
operating conditions indicated on the figure. Because some of the interfaces between
layers close on themselves (e.g. layer interface A), it is impossible to determine
whether a layer is higher or lower than an adjacent one in some cases. In order to
identify layer numbers accurately the diagnostic-etch technique developed at Hughes
Research Labs [12] was applied. This technique involved the placement of a graphite
mask ~ 1.6 mm above an erosion-patterned surface and subsequent sputter erosion of
the sample to the base surface using an argon ion beam similar to that used for sputter
coating. An example of a grid region which was subjected to the diagnostic etch
procedure to establish particular layer numbers is shown in Fig. 10b. The grid erosion
pattern of Fig 10a is etched until all layers have been eroded and the base is visible on
one region of it. One can then identify layer 12 and generally the other layers (layer 1
is on top and layer 12 adjacent to the accel-grid SS substrate). Diagnostic etches were
used as necessary to establish layer numbers when their identities were uncertain.
B. Analysis and Interpretation
Although the testing of coated accel grids is useful for establishing ion-
impingement erosion patterns, ion thruster grid sets are typically constructed from
molybdenum rather than copper and stainless steel. In order to make the erosion-
pattern results being measured in this study applicable to actual thrusters, measured
depth-erosion and volumetric-erosion rates were converted to equivalent molybdenum-
erosion rates.
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b. Erosion Pattern After Diagnostic Etch
Fig. 10 Typical Erosion-Pattern Data from an Accel-Grid Test
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The methodologyusedto achievethisconversionis describedin the following
paragraphs.
Figure 1la showsa layer identificationmapof oneof thepit-erosionareasof
Fig. 9, alongwith thecorrespondingoperatingconditions. Severalstainlesssteeland
copper layer numbersare labeled(1 on top, and 12next to thestainless-steelsubstrate);
theyareconsistentwith diagnostic-etchresults. Assuminguniform materialproperties
andconstantimpingementcurrentdensities,the time it takesto erodeto any layer
interfaceshownin Fig. 1la is thetime of thetest (t). For example,at point A shown
in the figure, the accelgrid wassubjectedto a specificimpingementcurrentdensity (J)
for a total of 270 minutes and five copper layers and five stainless steel layers were
eroded off. This test time (t=270 minutes) is then, the sum of times it took to erode
through five individual copper layers (to,) and five of the individual stainless steel
layers (tss). The amount of time it takes to erode through all five, 500 A copper layers
(Xc_=2500 A) is given by
Xcu e Pc-,
tc.. = , (7)
ji S(e)cumc.,
where, again, Pc,, S(e)c_, and me,, are the density, sputter yield', and atom mass,
respectively, of the sputtered copper. Similarly, the time to erode through five, 500 ,_
layers (Xss=2500 A) of stainless steel is given by
It is noted that the phenomenon called texturing [16] can alter the sputter yield of
one material when it is contaminated by another. Microscopic examination of sputter
eroded surfaces showed no evidence of texturing in these tests.
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Fig. 11 Accel-Grid Erosion Map
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XssePss
tss - jiS(e)ssmss
Hencethe total time to erodethroughXc_and Xssis
(8)
Since the time (t) in Eq. 9 is known (the test time -270 min.), and the copper and
stainless steel thicknesses Xc_ and Xss are known (each at 2500/_), the current density
(j.) at point A can be determined. In a similar manner, one can solve for the
impingement current density at any location where the erosion depth is known (i.e. at
the layer interfaces) using Eq. 9. For example, applying Eq. 9 to the layer interface at
point A and point B of Fig. 1 la, impingement-current densities shown at these points
on Fig. 1 lb are obtained. As expected, the highest impingement current densities are
seen in the center of the pits where the erosion is the deepest. Knowing the current
densities along each of the alternating layer interfaces, the corresponding thicknesses of
molybdenum (xMo) that would be eroded in time t or the ratio of these (i.e. the depth-
erosion rate) for molybdenum along an interface can be determined. This molybdenum
depth-erosion rate is obtained using Eq. 10, which is similar to Eqs. 7 and 8, but with
corresponding molybdenum values.
XMo mMo SMoOE)Ji
- (10)
t ePM o
The molybdenum depth-erosion rate profiles computed using Eq. l0 and the
erosion pattern data of Fig. 9 along the straight line path between A-A ' (i.e. along a
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S (e)c. " me'. S(e)ss mss ) (9)
trench)and for pathB-B' (i.e. acrossa trench)areshownin Fig. 12. The shadedareas
on either sideof the depth-erosionrateprofile representhe accel-gridapertures. The
datapresentedin Fig. 12ashowthat anequivalentmolybdenumpit erosionrate of
0.21_zm/hourwould be foundoperatingat theconditionsindicatedin the legend.
Likewise, bothFigs. 12aand 12bindicateanequivalenttrencherosionrateof
0.13 _zm/hour.On both depth-erosionrateprofiles, a singleerror bar is shown. This
error barcanbe appliedto all of thedepth-erosionrates(opencircles)and is dueto
uncertaintiesin theparametersof Eq. 9 usedto calculatethe impingementcurrent
densityusedin Eq. 10. In particular, thecopperandstainlesssteelcoatingthicknesses
and sputteryieldswere only knownto within ~3% and ~6%respectively. Thus, the
depth-erosionratesshownin Fig. 12areonly knownto within ~10%,assumingthat
the molybdenumsputteryield is known. Sputteryield valuesusedfor molybdenum,
sputteredstainlesssteelandcopperareshownin Table 1Bof AppendixB. Effectsof
beamcurrent,backgroundpressure,andaccel-gridvoltageon depth-erosionrate
profiles like thosepresentedin Fig. 12will beexamined,aswill changesin pit and
trenchshapesinducedby changesin operatingconditionsandthe impingement-current-
densitydistributionsthey induce.
Pit and trenchshapes,representedthroughthe useof a shapefactor (Sf),were
examinedby modelingthe pitsas invertedfight circular conefrustraand trenchesas
trapezoidalin crosssection. Figure 13showstheerosion-depthrateprofiles of Fig. 9
overlaid with thecross-sectionalelementsusedto modelthe profiles (describedin the
previouschapterandAppendixA). Specifically, shownin Fig. 13ais a labeledcone
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frustrum overlaidon theerosion-ratepit-profile data. This frustrum with diameterd2at
thepit baseandd_at the original surfaceof thegrid hasa meandepthdiameter(full
diameterat the half-erosion-ratelevel) dp.Theothersymbol (dOon the figure is the
diameterof thecircle thatcanbe inscribedtangentto threeadjacentapertures. The
shapefactor selectedfor pits is theratio dp/dl. For thecaseof Fig. 13, it hasa valueof
0.53. As impingement-current-densitydistribution becomesmoreuniform, this pit
shapefactor would increaseandapproachunity, andasthe distributionbecomesmore
highly focussedinto thecenterof thepit, thefactor would decreasetoward zero.
Figure 13bshowsthetrencherosionrateprofile with thecrosssectional
trapezoidalmodelandits dimensionsoverlaid. Trenchshapefactorsarecalculatedin a
mannerconsistentwith that for thepits by dividing thefull width of thetrapezoidat the
meantrencherosionrate(fir) by the maximumpossibletrenchwidth (Ww,_).This
maximumtrenchwidth is theminimum width of theaccelgrid webbingbetweentwo
adjacentapertures. As shownin Fig. 12, fr=(wr+wz)/2 is the meanwidth of the
trench. The shapefactor for thetrenchasshownin Fig. 13hasthevalueof 0.37 and it
canalso rangefrom unity for a uniform impingement-current-densitydistribution to
zero for a highly peakedone.
Pit andtrencherosionrateswill be usedin conjunctionwith pit and trench
shapeandimpingementcurrentdensityuniformity factorsto describetheeffect of
changesin thrusteroperatingparametereffectson accel-griderosioncharacteristics.It
is importantto note, however,that thesedepth-erosionratesandshapecurrentdensity
uniformity factorswithin thepit andtrenchregionsareonly valid assumingthat the
36
impingement-current-densitydistribution is constanthroughoutthe life of theaccel-
grid. In reality, astheerosionbecomesdeeperon theaccel-grid,the equi-potential
linesjust downstreamof theaccelgrid begin to change. This changein theequi-
potentiallines influencesthetrajectoriesof the charge-exchangeions which are
impingingon theaccel-grid. Thereforethe impingement-current-densitydistribution is
not constantthroughoutthe life of theaccel-grid. Consequently,theaccel-griddepth-
erosionratesandshape/currentdensityuniformity factorsgive abetter indicationof
initial erosioncharacteristicsthanof end-of-life ones.
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IV. Experimental Results
A. Effect of Operating Parameters on Impingement Current
The effects of changes in beam current, background pressure, and accelerator
grid potential on accel-grid erosion characteristics for two-grid sets have been
investigated. These thruster operating parameters were selected for study because they
were identified as ones that should have a dominant influence on the sputter-erosion
behavior of an accel grid. Accel-grid erosion characteristics will be shown over a wide
range of these operating parameters. Since the sputter erosion rate on the downstream
side of an accel grid is directly proportional to impingement current, however, it is
appropriate to first consider the effect of each of these parameters on impingement
current. Figure 14 shows the effect of beam current on impingement current. It
indicates measured accel-grid impingement current (open circles) increases linearly
from -zero to 100 _zA as beam current is varied from zero to -3.5 mA. This is
expected because the charge-exchange-ion production rate is directly proportional to
beam current [11]. Increasing beam current above -3.5 mA, causes primary beam ions
to begin striking the accel grid (direct impingement), and this causes the greater-than-
linear increase in the measured impingement current at the highest beam current data
point in Fig. 14. If the distribution of ions impinging on the grids were unaffected by
increases in beam current, one would also expect to see depth-erosion rates (given by
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Eq. 2) to increase linearly with impingement current up to the point of inception of
direct impingement.
The effects of background pressure on impingement current are presented in
Fig. 15a. This figure shows that impingement current increases linearly from -50 _zA
to -85 _A as background pressure is increased from a nominal value of 8.3 x 10-6 Torr
up to 4.0 x 10.5 Torr. This is expected because greater neutral propellant atom
densities downstream of the accel grid, yield a greater charge-exchange collision rate
and thus, greater impingement currents. These higher impingement currents might be
expected to induce proportional increases in the total volumetric erosion rate. Again,
depth-erosion rates should be directly proportional to volumetric erosion rates provided
changes in pressure do not change the factors that describe the distribution of the
impinging ions across the grids (i.e. the impingement current density uniformity factor
(f) and active beam to peripheral impingement current distribution factor (6)).
Impingement currents measured as the accel-grid potential magnitude was
increased from -100 to -900 V are given in Fig. 15b along with the thruster operating
conditions that were held constant. From this figure, it is evident that impingement
current increases linearly from -40 _zA to -60 _zA as accel-grid voltage magnitude is
increases. Monheiser has shown that the size of the near-field charge-exchange ion-
production region increases with accel-grid voltage magnitude. This induces a
proportional increase in impingement current. Sputter yield also increases with accel-
grid voltage magnitudes (see Appendix B). Hence sputtering rate, which is
proportional to the product of impingement current and sputter yield, increases with
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accel-grid voltage magnitude.
B. Effect of Operating Parameters on Erosion Rates.
Molybdenum depth-erosion rates measured from multilayer erosion monitors at
three different beam currents are shown in Fig. 16a for both pits (open circles) and
trenches (open squares) at the thruster operating conditions indicated in the figure.
These data suggest 1) depth-erosion rates for pits and trenches are directly proportional
to beam current and 2) pit depth-erosion rate increases more rapidly with beam current
than trench depth-erosion rate. Equivalent molybdenum volumetric-erosion rates based
on all experimental measurements (pit+trench+periphery) are compared to equivalent
theoretical values determined from impingement currents (using Eq. 5) in Fig. 16b.
Both erosion rates increase linearly up to a beam current of -3.0 mA, as expected from
the impingement current plot of Fig. 14, and are in agreement to within ~ 10%. At a
beam current of 3.75 mA, however, the experimental erosion rate is significantly less
than the corresponding theoretical rate. This lower experimental erosion rate is
expected because: 1) some of the ions contributing to the impingement current strike
the accel grid where erosion is not measured by the multilayer erosion technique
(e.g. the interior surface or barrel of the accel-grid aperture), and 2) the cross sections
of the pits and trenches are not modeled well by the shapes being used to represent
them. Thus, experimental erosion rates are underestimated when direct impingement is
occurring.
The ratio of pit and trench depth-erosion rates to the total volumetric erosion
rates are shown in the erosion proportionality plot of Fig. 17a. Recall that the erosion
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proportionality factors(P) plottedin Fig. 17aare foundby dividing theexperimental
depth-erosionrates(Fig. 16a)by thetotal volumetric-erosionrates(opencirclesin
Fig. 16b). The relatively minor changesin thepit andtrencherosionproportionality
factor suggestthatboth thedepthandvolumetric-erosionratesincreasein almostdirect
proportion. The slight increasein theproportionality factorsat thehigherbeamcurrent
of 3.75 mA is causedby accel-gridoperationwith direct impingementandis not of
concernat normal thrusteroperatingconditions. Again, direct ion-impingement
currenton theaccel-gridleadsto anunderestimationof thetotal volumetric-erosionrate
found usingthis particularerosionmeasuringtechnique.
The impingementcurrentdensityuniformity factors(f valueswithin Eq. 2) for
thepits andtrenchesareshownin Fig. 17b. Data for thepit showimpingement
currentdensityuniformity variesonly slightly over theentire rangeof which beam
current variation. The trenchimpingementcurrentdensityuniformity factor follows
the sametrendasthepit. Above abeamcurrentof 3.75 mA, however,bothdepart
from theexpectedlinear trendbecausethe accel-gridis underdirect impingement. It is
notedthat theperipheryerosionfactor(6) remainednearlyconstantat -4 % asbeam
currentwasvariedover thefull range.
How theshapesof thepits andtrenchesvary with beamcurrent canbeseen
from the shapefactorplot shownin Fig. 18. Pit shapefactor is shownto vary between
0.6 and0.7 over theentirebeamcurrentrange. Trenchshapefactor appearsto
increasegraduallywith beamcurrentup to -3.5 mA andthen to rapidly rise to 1.0 at a
beamcurrentof 3.75 mA wheredirect impingementwasobserved. Ions whichare
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striking the barrel of the accel-grid lead to severe erosion on the downstream periphery
of the aperture, thereby producing erosion which tends to remove the mesa. This effect
can be clearly seen from the depth-erosion profiles overlaid with the cross-sectional
erosion model elements in Fig. 19. In particular, the erosion profiles along a trench
between two pits (Fig. 19a) and across a trench (Fig. 19b) show that the erosion depths
at the hole edges are greater than those in the pits or trenches. For this special erosion
case, it is important to note that the basic shapes of the eroded volumes (frustrum of
cone for a pit and a trench with trapezoidal cross section) do not describe the observed
erosion. Furthermore, it is noted that the erosion patterns shown in Fig. 19 suggest the
impingement current density distribution is altered near the onset of direct
impingement, so it becomes more uniform across the webbing.
These data have shown that pit and trench depth-erosion rates increase linearly
with beam current. These depth-erosion rates are directly proportional to the
volumetric-erosion rates to the extent that the pit and trench impingement current
density uniformity factors remain relatively constant with beam current. Since the
relative distribution of impingement current between the active and peripheral regions
remains almost constant as beam current is varied, the proportionality factor results
suggest that initial pit and trench depth-erosion rates can be computed with good
accuracy from the total volume of erosion-rate measurements.
Molybdenun_ depth-erosion rates (open circles for pits, open squares for
trenches) measured as a function of background pressure are plotted in Fig. 20a. Both
pit and trench depth-erosion rates decrease linearly as pressure is increased to
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-2.2 x 10.5 Torr. The trench depth-erosion rate becomes greater than the pit depth-
erosion rate above 2.2 x 10s Torr, and both pit and trench depth-erosion rates level off
at pressures above 2.8 x 10 .5 Torr. Recall that it was expected, based on the
impingement current results alone, that the pit and trench depth-erosion rates would
increase linearly with background pressure. Since this behavior is not observed, it is
evident that one of the parameters which effect the depth erosion rate (Eq. 2) must by
changing. While pit and trench depth-erosion rates show complex behavior with
increasing pressures, theoretical and calculated experimental volumetric erosion rates
increase linearly between 8 x 10 -6 and 4.0 x 10 s Tort as shown in Fig. 20b. Again,
calculated experimental molybdenum erosion rates are within ~ 10% of the theoretical
values (based on measured impingement currents) and are in agreement with the
impingement current trends shown in Fig 15a.
The pit and trench erosion proportionality factors are shown in Fig. 21a. From
this plot is evident that the ratio between the pit and trench depth-erosion rates and the
total experimental volumetric-erosion rates is not constant with background pressure as
it was for beam current. This is due to the fact that one or more of the parameters
describing depth-erosion rate are changing. For example, pit and trench impingement
current density uniformity factors (f) shown in Fig. 21b show quite complex behavior
with increases in background pressure. Both the pit and trench impingement current
density uniformity factors vary in a similar manner fluctuating over about a 0.8 and 0.4
range, respectively, as pressure is varied.
The change in pit and trench shapes with background pressure can be seen in
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shape factor plot in Fig. 22a. Both pit and trench factors remain relatively near 0.7
and 0.5, respectively, over the pressure range investigated. At pressures near
2.5 x 10s Torr, both pit and trench shape factors vary over about a 0.2 range as the
background pressure is increased.
Another major factor which causes the depth-erosion rate to vary non-linearly is
the relative balance of the erosion between the active beam and periphery (G) as the
background pressure is varied. This effect is shown in Fig. 22b where the ratio of
periphery-to-total volumetric erosion rate is plotted against background pressure. The
figure shows that as pressure is increased, the amount of erosion seen outside the active
beam area dramatically increases until it approaches -32% of the total erosion at
4 x 10 .5 Torr. The extensive periphery erosion seen at higher background pressures is
thought to be caused by the additional production of charge-exchange ions in the far-
field region downstream of the thruster grids. This occurs because an increase in
background pressure induces an increase in the production of far-field charge-exchange
ions. These ions are created uniformly within the active beam area but unlike the near-
field charge-exchange ions which are produced close to the grids, they are produced far
from them. As a consequence, many of them escape the active beam area before they
strike the grids. Their escape from the beam far from the grids is facilitated by an
ambipolar electric field [17] which develops in the beam and is directed radially out
from the beam centerline. The field develops because electrons tend to diffuse radially
out of the plasma at a faster rate than the positive charge-exchange ions. This results in
charge separation that induces the ambipolar field which retards the electron diffusion
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and at the same time enhances the diffusion of the charge-exchange ions to the
periphery of the beam. At greater background pressures, both electron diffusion and
ion extraction rates are enhanced. Both the enhanced far-field charge-exchange ion
production rate and the enhanced ambipolar diffusion may contribute to the increase in
periphery erosion fraction shown in Fig. 22b. It is noteworthy that the results of
Fig. 22b are consistent with those proposed from PIC (Particle In Cell) model by Polk
and Brophy [9]. In addition, it appears that these results are also in agreement with
lifetime tests performed at elevated background pressures which show a ring of erosion
occurring just outside the active beam-area boundary [10].
Background-pressure-effect data have shown that because of changes in two
factors which determine depth-erosion rates (_i and f), erosion-proportionality factors
can show complex behavior. As a result, it is probably not good practice to predict
grid lifetimes at a prescribed pressure on the basis of volumetric-erosion-rate
measurements made at a pressure that is different from that where the grid will be
operating.
Equivalent molybdenum depth-erosion rates were determined as a function of
accel-grid potential from experimental measurements. The depth-erosion rates, which
were calculated from measurements made at accel-grid potentials of -300, -500, and
-750 V, are plotted in Fig. 23a. Both pit (open circles) and trench (open squares)
depth-erosion rates decreasz in a similar way with increasing accel-grid potential.
Experimental volumetric-erosion rates based on erosion patterns (open circles) and
measured impingement current (solid line) which decrease linearly from
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-2.8 x 10 .2 mm3/hour to -8 x 10 -3 mm3/hour with increases in accel-grid potential as
shown in Fig. 23b, are again in good agreement.
Erosion proportionality factors from the erosion rate data presented in Fig. 23
are shown in Fig. 24a for both the pits and trenches. Both pit and trench
proportionality factors vary rather modestly (< +20%) about their mean values (~ 2.0
for the pit, and ~ 1.6 for the trench) over the range investigated. Because the periphery
erosion was a small fraction of the total erosion (<4%) for all of the accel grid
potentials investigated in these tests, Eq. 6 shows the variation must be due to changes
in the impingement current density uniformity factor (f). Pit and trench impingement
current density uniformity factors are shown in Fig. 24b to have median values of
1.2 x 10 .2 and 7.0 x 10 3, respectively, over the accel-grid voltage range investigated.
These variances will assist in explaining the changes in depth-erosion rates and thus
proportionality factors.
Accel-grid voltage effects on pit and trench shapes are shown in the shape factor
plots of Fig. 25. Both pit and trench shape factors, which decrease gradually with
initial increases in accel-grid voltage, show more substantial decreases with further
accel-grid voltage increases. These trends indicate charge-exchange ions become more
narrowly focussed into pits or trenches as accel-grid voltage magnitude is increased.
The relationship between accel-grid depth-erosion rates and the parameters
which induce them, involve several competing factors whic'a must be examined
together to understand accel-grid voltage effects on depth-erosion rates. First, it has
been shown that impingement current increases with increased accel-grid voltage
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magnitude. From this alone,onewould expect a linear increase in depth-erosion rates.
Because periphery erosion was constant, there are only two factors which affect the
depth-erosion rate namely I) sputter yield, and 2) impingement current density
uniformity factor. Depth-erosion rates increase as accel-grid voltages become more
negative because both impingement current and sputter yield increase with accel-grid
voltage magnitude. Thus, the combination of the three parameters which vary with
increases in accel-grid voltage magnitude (impingement current, sputter yield, and
impingement current density uniformity factor) lead to the depth-erosion rate profiles
seen in Fig. 23a.
C. Data Comparison with Life Test Results
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the data developed in this report as a tool
for predicting lifetimes of accel grids, the data were used to predict grid erosion at
conditions close to those associated with a thruster life test. The usefulness would then
be demonstrated comparing the measured sputter erosion on the life test grid with that
predicted from the data. The life test selected for comparison was conducted on a
30 cm diameter 5kW xenon ion thruster [18]. The grid geometrical and operating
conditions associated with a region on the life-tested grid for which measurements were
available are listed in Table 2, along with the corresponding multilayer test conditions
selected to agree as closely as possible with those for the life test.
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Table2
Life-Test andMulti-Layer TestConditions
Parameter Life Test Multi-Layer Test
Screen Grid Potential (V) 1500 1000
Accel-Grid Potential (V) -330 -300
Beamlet Current Per Aperture (A) 2.2 x 10 .4 1.05 x 10.4
Impingement Current Per Aperture (#A) 1.2 1.2
Neutral Flow Rate Per Aperture (mA) 0.224 2.42
Ambient Pressure (Torr) 1.27 x 10 .5 8.3 x 10 -_
Screen Grid Hole Diameter (mm) 1.90 1.98
Accel-Grid Hole Diameter (mm) 1.14 1.47
Screen Grid Thickness (mm) 0.36 0.25
Accel-Grid Thickness (mm) 0.36 0.25
Grid Spacing (ram) 0.76 0.66
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As thesedatashow, themulti-layer testconditionswereselectedso theimpingement
currentper holewasthe sameandtheaccel-gridvoltageandambientpressurewereas
closeaspossibleto correspondingvaluesfor the life test. This wasdoneby assuming
theimpingement-currentdensityprofile hasthesameshapeasthemeasuredbeam-
currentdensityprofile. The life test,which wasconductedfor 1160hours, yieldedthe
erosionprofile (throughtwo pits andalonga trench)thatis shownin Fig. 26a. The
computedprofile, which is shownin Fig. 26b, wasobtainedby multiplying depth-
erosionratesat eachpoint of measurementfor the multi-layer testprofile by
1160hours. A comparisonfor theprofiles in Fig. 26 showthepit erosiondepthsare
similar but the trenchdepthfor the life testis aboutone-thirdof thatfrom the
multilayer test.
Phenomenathat couldcontributeto differencesbetweenlife-test andpredicted
resultsinclude: 1) impinging-ionscatteringmitigatedby anorder-of-magnitudelower
neutralpropellant flow peraperturefor the life test, 2) re-sputteringnecessitatedby
atomsfrom thelife-test grid that weresputteredontoopposingsurfacesratherthan
beingejected,and3) impinging-ion focusingaffectedby smalldifferencesin grid
geometriesand/or thegreaterscreen-gridpotentialfor the life test. It is currently
thought,however, thatthe muchhigherneutral flow rateper aperturein themultilayer
testwill haveapredominanteffect. Specifically, higherneutral flow rateswill affect
thecharge-exchangedensityjust downftreamof thegrids, which directly affectsthe
equi-potentiallines. Changesin theequi-potentiallineswill effect thetrajectoriesof
impinging ions, therebychangingthedistributionof theerosion.
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If themultilayer testcouldhavebeenoperatedwith a lower neutralpropellantflow
rate, andcouldaccountfor materialwhich is re-depositedwithin thepits andtrenches,
it is expectedthe two profiles of Fig. 26 would be in betteragreement.
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V. Conclusions
Experimentaldataandtheoreticalcalculationspresentedin this thesishave
shownthatcharge-exchangeions impingingon thedownstreamsurfacesof accelgrids
causesputtererosion. The multilayererosiontechniquedescribedcanbeusedto study
theeffectof ion-thrusteroperatingconditionsandbackgroundpressureon accel-grid
erosionrates. Erosionvolumesmeasuredfrom thesetestswere foundto agreewith
theoreticalerosionvolumescalculatedusingmeasuredimpingementcurrents. In
addition, erosionprofiles predictedfrom themultilayererosiontechniquewerefound to
resembleprofiles of anactualaccel-gridlifetime testconductedfor 1160hours.
Hence,it is arguedthat the multilayerexperimentalmethodusedto measuretheerosion
ratesis valid.
The effectsof beamcurrent,backgroundpressure,andaccel-gridpotential on
accel-griderosionhavebeenexamined. The resultingdataaswell aserosiondata
measuredby other researchershowtheerosionis concentratedin a patternof pits and
trenches. Measuredvolumetric-erosionratesand theoreticalvolumetric-erosionrates
(basedon measuredimpingementcurrent)werefound to increaselinearly with:
1)beamcurrent (to the point of direct impingem_.nt),2) backgroundpressure,and
3) accel-gridvoltagemagnitude.Depth-erosionrateswere,however, found to vary
differently astheseoperatingconditionswerechanged. Specifically, depth-erosion
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ratesfor both pits andtrenchesincreasedlinearly with beamcurrent. Increasesin
accel-gridvoltagemagnitude,on theotherhand,induceda greater-than-linearincrease
in depth-erosionrates(greatestincreasesat higheraccel-gridvoltagemagnitudes).This
greater-than-linearincreasecanbeexplainedby theincreasein sputteryield that
accompaniesan increasein thisvoltagemagnitude. Depth-erosionratesin thepit and
trenchshowcomplexbehaviorwith increasingbackgroundpressures.It appearsthat
this behavioris a consequenceof two competingeffectsinducedby pressurechanges.
Specifically, backgroundpressureincreasesinducean increasein impingementcurrent
andat the sametime, someof the impinging ions areredirectedboth within the active
beamandawayfrom theactivegrid areabeyondthebeamedge(theperiphery). Thus,
erosionseenoutsidetheactiveareaof thegrid becomesquite severe(approaching
-32% of thetotal erosionat thehighestpressureusedin thesestudies). A significant
redistributionof ions within theactivebeamareawasalsoobservedasambientpressure
wasvaried. This shift in erosionfrom within theactivebeamareato theperiphery,
which wasobservedasbackgroundpressurewasincreased,did not appearto be
affectedby changesin accel-gridvoltageat a low pressure.
Depth-erosionratescandepartfrom lineardependencieswith impingement
currentbecauseimpingement-currentdensitydistributionsover the accel-gridsurface
changeasoperatingparametersarechanged.This variation in uniformity canbe
describedthroughtheuseof impingementcurrentdensityuniformity factorswhich
relateaverageimpingementcurrentdensitiesto peakones. Pit andtrenchuniformity
factorsareshownto vary with all of theoperatingconditionsinvestigated,but they
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showminimal variationwith beamcurrent. Depth-erosionratesdo not scalein direct
proportionwith volumetricerosionrates(i.e. with impingementcurrents)becauseof
variationsin theperipheryerosionfraction, impingementcurrentdensityuniformity
factors,andthe sputteryields thataccompanychangesin beamcurrent, accel-grid
voltageandambientpressure.
In general,depth-erosion-ratedataobtainedby linear scalingwith beam-current-
inducedchangesin impingementcurrentshouldbeaccurateto within ~10% up to the
point of direct impingement. Sincethecurrent-densitydistribution alsoremains
relativelyconstantasaccel-gridvoltageis varied, linear scalingthataccountsfor accel-
grid-voltage-inducedchangesin bothsputteryield and impingementcurrent shouldbe
accurateto within -20%. Changesin ambientpressurecausinga redistributionof
impingement-currentdensitieswithin theactivebeamareaand to theperipheryof this
areaarecomplexand not understoodwell. Thedatapresentedshowthat linear scaling
basedon ambient-pressure-inducedchangesin impingementcurrent cannotbejustified.
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VI. Future Work
Althoughwork presentedin this thesisproducedvaluableresultsin
understandingaccel-griderosionmechanisms,the effectsof only threeparameterswere
investigated.To broadentheknowledgeof operatingconditioneffectson accel-grid
erosioncharacteristics,manymoreparametersmustbe investigated.For instance,
initial testsusedfor proof of conceptfor theexperimentalmethodusedin this research
wereperformedon accelgrids with variousgeometries. Initial resultsindicatethat
changesin accel-gridopenareafractionandaperturediametercanleadto different
erosioncharacteristicsat similar operatingconditions. Furthermore,screen-grid
potentialandpropellantflow rateeffectsonaccel-griderosionshouldbe investigated.
It shouldbenotedthat thisexperimentalmethodis not limited to useon
traditionalaccel-gridgeometries. Specifically, thismethodcouldalsobeapplied in
investigatingerosionpatternsfor recentlydesignedgrids madeof carbon-carbon
compositeand havinglong thin-slit apertures[19]. As accel-griddesignsevolveusing
different materialsandgeometries,theexperimentalproceduredescribedin this thesis
will proveto providegreatamountsof informationconcerningaccel-griderosion
characteristics.
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VIII. Appendix A: Development of Volumetric Erosion Rate Equations
Total volumetric accel-grid erosion rate can be broken down into three separate
terms pertaining to 1) pits, 2) trenches, and 3) the periphery. These terms can be
evaluated experimentally and their sum can be divided by the test time to obtain the
volumetric sputtering rate. This rate should be equal to the volumetric rate of grid
material removal given by the product of the ion arrival rate, the sputter yield, and the
volume associated with each sputtered atom. This relationship is given in Eq. A1 as
E Vpi--'_ + E Vtrenches _ VperiphefY- S(_)mAJi , (A1)
pits t trenches t t e p
where Ji is the impingement current and S(c), mA, and p are the sputter yield, atom
mass, and density, respectively for the accel-grid material. If the pits, trenches, and
periphery erosion are modeled properly, the two sides of Eq. A1 should agree.
A. Pit Equation Development
The erosion volume for one pit is modeled as the frustrum of an inverted right
circular cone with larger and smaller base diameters d_ and d2, respectively. Thus, the
volume of material removed in one pit is given in Eq. A2 as
Vpit = ['_2 _ hp (d22 +did2 +dl2)] , (A2)
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where hp is the depth of the pit.
B. Trench Equation Development
Trench erosion volume is found by multiplying the length of the trench QTby its
cross sectional area. Modeling the trench as trapezoidal in cross section with larger and
smaller base widths of w T and w2, respectively, and a trench height h T, the volume
removed from a single trench is given by
Vtrench = [IQThT(WT + W2)] . (A3)
Trapezoidal bases w v and w 2 are both found experimentally and the length Qv is
calculated using the distance between the outer diameters of two pits. Figure 1A shows
a partial sketch of an accel grid labeled with several dimensions for use in developing
the equation for trench length. Applying the law of cosines to the triangle connecting
two pit centers and the center of an aperture, the equation shown in Fig. 1A is found.
Solving this equation for trench length and simplifying gives
dA +diQT - -- -d 1 , (A4)
2 2
where d^ and dl are the aperture and pit diameters, respectively. The variable di is the
diameter of a circle inscribed between three apertures (shown by the dashed circle) and
therefore is a function of accel-grid geometry only. The value of di in terms of these
accel-grid geometry variables has been used in the developmeat of pit shape factor.
C. Periphery Equation Development
Periphery erosion volumes are modeled as right-triangular in cross section as
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suggested in Fig. 2A for a sixth of the periphery of the 19-hole SHAG grid set. The
two regions just outside of the active beam (Region 1 and Region 2) represent the
corresponding periphery erosion areas. Also shown in Fig. 2A are cross-sectional
views of the shaded regions along the lines X - X' and Y - Y', respectively. The depth
and width of the cross section for Region 1 are hp,f and Wp,,, respectively. The volume
removed in Region 1 can be found by multiplying the area of the fight-triangular cross
section by the length of Region 1. The length of Region 1 is simply found from the
geometry of the accel grid is given by
(A5)
where d n and d_A are the aperture diameter and open area fraction of the accel grid,
respectively. Hence, the volume removed from region 1 is given as
VRegion 1 = ffWperhperQE " (A6)
Similarly, from the geometry of region 2 the depth and width of the erosional cross
and w_,, respectively. Thus the volume removed withinsection along Y - Y' are hp,,
region 2 is found to be
Vregion2 = n3 f r h dr,
x
(AT)
where x = (dA + di-dl)/2, and h = (-w_Jx)-(h_/w_,)r.
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material removed outside the active beam area (six region 1 and region 2 areas) the
total periphery erosion volume is found.
D. Shape Factor Development
Recall that to describe ion-impingement focusing effects in the pit and trench areas, pit
and trench shape factors were developed. Specifically, pit shape factor was defined as
the full-cone frustrum width at half depth dp divided by the maximum possible pit
diameter d_. Similarly, trench shape factor was defined as the full trapezoidal width at
half the depth '_"rdivided by the maximum possible trench width w,,e_.
A partial sketch of an accel-grid consisting of three accel-grid apertures of
diameter d^ equally separated by a distance Qc is shown in Fig. 3A. Several other
dimensions are labeled in Fig. 3A for use in finding shape factor parameters in terms of
accel-grid geometry. The circle of diameter d i inscribed between the three accel-grid
apertures and represents the maximum possible pit size. From observation of the
geometry presented in Fig. 3A, the diameter di can be found in terms of the aperture
center-to-center spacing (Qc) and the accel-grid aperture diameter (d^). It is given by
[Qc -dAc°s( 30°)]
d i = (A8)
cos(30 °)
The term Qc in Eq. A9 can be expressed in terms of accel-grid aperture diameter and
open area fraction (qb^) as
[QC = _ 2 dA"4 _Acos(30 ° ) (A9)
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SubstitutingEq. A9 into Eq. A10, di is found to be
d i = dA 4(_ACOS(30o)3
(AIO)
which is a function of accel-grid aperture diameter and open area fraction only. The
pit shape factor can, therefore, be calculated by dividing measured values of dp by the
value given in Eq. A10.
The amount of accel-grid material between two apertures is labeled in Fig. 3A
as the web width (Wwcb), and is simply given by Qc - d^. Thus, the web width can be
expressed in terms of accel-grid aperture diameter and open area fraction by subtracting
d^ from Eq. A9 and division by this width yields the trench shape factor.
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IX. Appendix B: Sputter Yield Values
The sputter yield values used for the tests conducted in this paper are shown in
Table lB. The sputter yield values for molybdenum correspond to those for flat sheet
molybdenum [20] at a specified energy. Sputter yield values for copper and stainless
steel sputter coated onto surfaces were found experimentally. In particular, 500 A of
stainless steel (or copper) was sputtered onto a glass slide using the same coating
apparatus and conditions used for the 19-hole SHAG accel-grids (outlined in
Chapter III). The coated glass slide was then placed directly under a xenon ion beam at
a specified energy (300, 500, or 750 eV) and a current density of 1 mA/cm 2 until the
coating was removed. Knowing the current density, material properties, and the time it
took to erode through the 500 A layer, the sputter yield was calculated using Eqs 7
and 8.
Table 1B
Sputter Yields
Sputter Yield (atoms/ion)
Energy (eV) Molybdenum Sputtered SS Sputtered Cu
300 0.50 0.30 0.73
500 0.91 0.45 1.20
750 1.40 0.50 1.38
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